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Visual, multisensory and cognitive illusions in magic performances provide new windows
into the psychological and neural principles of perception, attention, and cognition. We
investigated a magic effect consisting of a coin “vanish” (i.e., the perceptual disappear-
ance of a coin after a simulated toss from hand to hand). Previous research has shown that
magicians can use joint attention cues such as their own gaze direction to strengthen the
observers’ perception of magic. Here we presented naïve observers with videos including
real and simulated coin tosses to determine if joint attention might enhance the illusory
perception of simulated coin tosses. The observers’ eye positions were measured, and
their perceptual responses simultaneously recorded via button press. To control for the
magician’s use of joint attention cues, we occluded his head in half of the trials.We found
that subjects did not direct their gaze at the magician’s face at the time of the coin toss,
whether the face was visible or occluded, and that the presence of the magician’s face
did not enhance the illusion. Thus, our results show that joint attention is not necessary
for the perception of this effect. We conclude that social misdirection is redundant and
possibly detracting to this very robust sleight-of-hand illusion.We further determined that
subjects required multiple trials to effectively distinguish real from simulated tosses; thus
the illusion was resilient to repeated viewing.
Keywords: join attention, social misdirection, ﬁxation, free-viewing, eye movements, sleight-of-hand, prestidigita-
tion, motion perception
INTRODUCTION
Visual, multisensory, and cognitive illusions in magic perfor-
mances provide new windows into the psychological and neural
principles of perception,attention,and cognition (Macknik et al.,
2008, 2010; Martinez-Conde and Macknik, 2008). Here we inves-
tigated a magic effect consisting of a coin “vanish” (i.e., the per-
ceptual disappearance of a coin after a simulated toss from hand
to hand).
A professional magician (Mac King, headliner, Harrah’s Las
Vegas) performed the coin vanish, as follows: (a) The magician
tosses the coin vertically in his right hand; (b) The magician pre-
tends to toss the coin from right to left hand, but surreptitiously
holds the coin in his right hand, stopping it from ﬂying; (c) The
magician’s left hand closes as if “catching” the supposedly ﬂying
coin; (d) The magician opens his left hand to show that the coin
hasdisappeared(Figure2A;VideoS1inSupplementaryMaterial).
Naïve observers typically perceive the coin ﬂying from right to left
hand,andaresurprisedtoﬁndthecoin“magically”gonewhenthe
magician opens his left hand.
Magicians often perform this particular coin vanish while
directing their own gaze to the presumed position of the coin
at any given time, never looking at the spectators directly. Pre-
vious research has shown that magicians can use joint attention
cues such as their own gaze direction to strengthen the observers’
perception of magic, however (i.e., in the Vanishing Ball illusion;
Kuhn and Land, 2006).
We wondered if Mac King might similarly enhance the present
illusion by raising his eyes to face the viewer at the time of the
simulated coin toss. If observers responded to Mac King’s social
misdirection by returning his gaze at the time of the toss, they
would necessarily view the toss with their peripheral vision. If so,
their perception of the toss might be enhanced (i.e., they would
seethesimulatedtosswithlowerspatialresolution,inapartof the
visual ﬁeld where neurons are especially sensitive to motion cues;
Hubel,1988).
We presented naïve observers with videos of Mac King per-
forming real and simulated coin tosses, with the magician’s head
occluded in half of the trials to control for the magician’s use of
his own gaze as an element of misdirection. We further included
ﬁxation trials (in which subjects were forced to look at the magi-
cian’sface)andfree-viewingtrials(inwhichsubjectswereallowed
to explore the scene freely,as they would during a magic show) to
studytheeffectof peripheralversuscentralviewingonthepercep-
tion of the illusion. Finally, we presented the subjects with both
realandsimulatedtossesmultipletimes,todeterminetheeffectof
repeated viewing on the perception of this illusion. The subjects’
eye positions were simultaneously measured,and their perceptual
responses recorded via button press (see Materials and Methods:
General for details).
MATERIALS AND METHODS: GENERAL
SUBJECTS
Allsubjectswerenaïve,hadnormalorcorrected-to-normalvision,
and were paid $15 for a single experimental session (∼60min).
Experiments were carried out under the guidelines of the Bar-
row Neurological Institute’s Institutional Review Board (protocol
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FIGURE 1 | Design and results from Experiment 1: “MagicTrick versus
RealToss, without Reveal.” (A) Sequence of static images selected from
the MagicTrick (Upper Row) and RealToss (Lower Row) video clips.The
red circles indicate the veridical location of the coin, at any given time. (B)
Percentage of coin toss reports, per 10-trial block, per experimental
condition. Error bars represent SEM across subjects (N =9). (C)
Percentage of coin toss reports, trial by trial, per experimental condition
(N =9 subjects).
04BN039) and written informed consent was obtained from each
participant. Nine subjects (3 females, 6 males) participated in
Experiment1.Sixnewsubjects(2females,4males)participatedin
Experiment 2. Eight new subjects (1 female,7 males) participated
in Experiment 3.
EYE MOVEMENTS RECORDINGS
Subjects rested their head on a chin/forehead-rest 57cm from a
video monitor (Barco Reference CalibratorV,60-Hz refresh rate).
Eye position was acquired non-invasively with a fast video-
based eye movement monitor (EyeLink 1000,SR Research) at 500
samples per second (instrument noise 0.01˚rms). We identiﬁed
and removed blink periods as the portions of the EyeLink 1000
recordeddatawherethepupilinformationwasmissing.Weadded
200ms before and after each EyeLink 1000 identiﬁed blink period
to further eliminate the initial and ﬁnal parts of the blink, where
thepupilisonlypartiallyoccluded.Eyepositionsduringtheblinks
were calculated by linear interpolation from the eye positions at
thebeginningoftheblinktotheendoftheblink(Bouretal.,2000).
VISUAL STIMULI
All videos had the same frame size [26.7˚ (w)×14.1˚ (h)] and
weredisplayedcentrallyonthemonitorscreen[40˚(w)×30˚(h)].
Video clips S1–S5 in Supplementary Material may be divided into
foursegments:(1)“BeforeToss”referstotheperformancefromthe
start of the video to the initiation of “Toss.” During this period,
the magician either throws a coin up in the air, using his right
hand (as in VideosS1–S3, S6, and S7 in Supplementary Material)
or pretends to do so (VideosS4 and S5 in Supplementary Mate-
rial); (2) “During Toss” is the period from toss initiation to the
end of the toss (i.e. beginning of “After Toss”). The “Toss” can be
either a “Real Toss,” i.e., the magician throws a coin from right
to left hand (VideosS2 and S7 in Supplementary Material) or a
“Fake Toss,” i.e., the magician either pretends to throw the coin
from right to left hand, but surreptitiously retains it in his right
hand (VideosS1, S3, and S6 in Supplementary Material), or sim-
ply performs a tossing gesture (i.e., without a coin) from right to
lefthand(VideosS4andS5inSupplementaryMaterial);(3)“After
Toss”extendsfromtheendof tosstotheopeningof themagician’s
left hand; and (4) “Reveal” from the opening of the left hand to
the end of the video. That is, the “Reveal” stage starts at the time
themagicianﬁrstopenshislefthand,andendswiththelastframe
of the performance.
VideosS6 and S7 in Supplementary Material are identical to
VideosS1 and S2 in Supplementary Material, respectively, except
that the“Reveal”segments are omitted.
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DATA ANALYSES
Perceptual reports analysis
In Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, we calculated the percentage
of coin toss reports (i.e., the percentage of times the subject saw
the coin ﬂying from right to left hand) in each block of 10 consec-
utive trials of the same condition (Figures 1B and 2B), and on a
trial-by-trial basis (Figures1C and 2C),for each subject. We then
calculated the average and the SD across the subjects.
Gaze dynamics analysis
In Experiment 3,we considered that subjects looked at the face of
themagicianif theirgazeenteredacircularareawitha3˚diameter,
centered on the midpoint between the magician’s eyes,for at least
one data sample.
To obtain the colormaps in Figure 8, we added the amount
of time that subjects allocated their gaze to every pixel of the
screen from the beginning to the end of the toss. Colormaps were
smoothedusinga40×40pixel(∼1.2˚×1.2˚)Gaussianﬁlterwith
aS Do f1 0p i x e l s( ∼0.3˚).
Signal detection analyses
Wecarriedoutanalysesbasedonsignaldetectiontheory(Macmil-
lan and Creelman, 2005) to investigate detection sensitivity and
responsebiasinthethreeexperimentsconducted.Allthreeexper-
iments may be identiﬁed as single-interval classiﬁcation experi-
ments (Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). In Experiments 1 and 2
subjects used two responses (pressing or not pressing the button)
to sort two stimulus conditions (Magic Trick and Real Toss) into
categories. In Experiment 3, the subjects classiﬁed ﬁve stimulus
conditions (Real Toss,Magic Trick,No Coin Fake Toss,Final Coin
Fake Toss and Two Coins Fake Toss) into two categories by press-
ing or not pressing the button. Throughout the experiments,only
one stimulus condition was presented in each trial.
In order to estimate the parameters from the signal detection
model in a single-interval paradigm, we ﬁtted the model for each
subject with RscorePlus (Harvery, 2011). In the model, the out-
put of sensory process under each of the m stimulus conditions
has a normal density function with mean μj and SD σj,w h e r e
j =0,...,m −1, μ0 =0, and σ0 =1. The model also assumes that
subjects hold n −1 decision criteria Xc to classify the output of
the sensory process into n response categories. The detection sen-
sitivity for discriminating between two stimulus conditions is the
absolute difference between the means of the two distributions,
d  =| μj1 − μj2|,w h e r ej1,j2 =0,1,...,m −1 and j1  =j2. Rscore-
Plus employs singular value decomposition (Press, 2002), com-
bined with a variation of the Marquardt method for non-linear
FIGURE 2 | Design and results from Experiment 2: “MagicTrick
versus RealToss, with Reveal.” (A) Sequence of static images
selected from the MagicTrick with Reveal (Upper Row) and RealToss
with Reveal (Lower Row) video clips.The “Reveal” image selected for
both video clips corresponds to the last frame of the performance.The
red circles indicate the veridical location of the coin, at any given time.
(B) Percentage of coin toss reports, per trial block, per experimental
condition. Error bars represent SEM across subjects (N =8). (C)
Percentage of coin toss reports, trial by trial, per experimental condition
(N =8 subjects).
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least-squares regression (Marquardt, 1963; Press, 2002), to ﬁnd
themaximum-likelihoodﬁtofthemultiple-distribution,variable-
criterion signal detection model. (Speciﬁcally, it ﬁnds the means
μj andSDσj oftheremainingsignaldistributions,j =1,...,m −1,
andthenthedecisioncriteriaXc relativetotheﬁrstsignaldistribu-
tion).Inourcase,theinputdataforRscorePluswasthepercentage
of trials with or without coin toss reports for each stimulus condi-
tion. The detection sensitivity determined if subjects were better
at classifying in some stimulus conditions than in others. The
decision criteria Xc provided the response bias that indicated the
subjects’ tilt toward one response or the other (Macmillan and
Creelman, 2005). Subsequently, we calculated the average and
standard error of mean (SEM) from the measures of all subjects.
During model ﬁtting, we arbitrarily set the mean of the distri-
bution of Real Toss at zero and found the means of remaining
stimulus conditions relative to this position.
EXPERIMENT 1 (MAGIC TRICK VERSUS REAL TOSS,
WITHOUT REVEAL)
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Subjects pressed a key to start each trial.A blank screen lasting for
2s was followed by a short video clip of Mac King performing one
of two maneuvers: Magic Trick or Real Toss. Both videos stopped
beforethemagicianrevealedtheinsideof hislefthand(Figure1A;
VideosS6andS7inSupplementaryMaterial).Subjectswereasked
to press a button, as soon as possible, in the event that they saw a
coin ﬂying from the magician’s right hand to his left hand.
Each condition (Magic Trick or Real Toss) was presented for
50 trials, amounting to 100 trials in a single session. Trials were
pseudo-randomly interleaved.
RESULTS
When Mac King actually tossed the coin from right to left hand
(Real Toss), subjects indicated that they saw the coin toss 93.5%
of the time,throughout the 50 trials presented (Figure1B).When
Mac King only pretended to toss the coin (Magic Trick), subjects
reported at ﬁrst a coin toss 72.6% of the time (averaged across
the ﬁrst 10 trials). This initial percentage dropped to 52.4% for
the rest of the trials, reﬂecting the effects of the subjects’ learning
to discriminate between real and illusory coin tosses (the subjects
performance in the ﬁrst 10 trials was signiﬁcantly different from
that in the remaining 40 trials;two-sample t-test,p <0.01). Thus,
subjects were able to distinguish between the two experimental
conditions with maximal sensitivity after about 10 trials of each
condition (that is, 20 trials combined). Figure 1C illustrates on
a trial-by-trial basis the percentage of times that a coin toss was
reported. Despite signiﬁcant variance in the subjects’ responses
across time, the percentage of coin toss reports decreased steadily
for the ﬁrst few trials, stabilizing at around trial number 10.
EXPERIMENT 2 (MAGIC TRICK VERSUS REAL TOSS, WITH
REVEAL)
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Experiment 2 followed the design of Experiment 1, except that
both video clips (Magic Trick and Real Toss) now included an
additional “Reveal” stage, where the magician opened his left
hand to reveal that it was empty (Figure 2A; VideosS1 and S2
in Supplementary Material).
RESULTS
When Mac King actually tossed the coin from right to left hand
(Real Toss with Reveal), subjects indicated that they saw the coin
toss as often as in the equivalent condition (Real Toss without
Reveal) from Experiment 1 (91.3% of the time,throughout the 50
trials presented; Figure 2B). When Mac King only pretended to
toss the coin (Magic Trick with Reveal), subjects reported at ﬁrst
a coin toss around 62.9% of the time (averaged across the ﬁrst
10 trials). This initial percentage was not signiﬁcantly different
fromthatobtainedintheequivalentcondition(MagicTrickwith-
out Reveal) from Experiment 1 (paired t-test,p >0.05). The next
40 trials represented a distinct departure from the results from
Experiment 1,however,as the coin toss reports dropped to 21.9%
(a signiﬁcant difference from the matching data in Experiment
1; paired t-test, p <0.001). Thus including a “Reveal” stage with
each performance allowed the subjects to gain additional infor-
mation after about 10 trials of each condition (that is, 20 trials
combined), thereby improving their discrimination of a real coin
toss versus a simulated maneuver. Figure 2C illustrates on a trial-
by-trial basis the percentage of times that a coin toss was reported
in Experiment 2.
Detection sensitivity and response bias were comparable in
Experiment 1 (No Reveal) and Experiment 2 (Reveal) when we
consideredall50trialstogether,suggestingnoeffectofthe“Reveal”
stage (Figure3,Left Column; see Materials and Methods: General
for details on signal detection analyses). However, when we sep-
arated the ﬁrst 10 trials from the last 40 trials, we found that the
presenceofa“Reveal”stageledtoasigniﬁcantincreaseindetection
sensitivity (d ) in the last 40 trials (Figure3,Right Column). This
result suggests that the information obtained from the “Reveal”
stage helped subjects to discriminate between real and simulated
tosses, after a number of trials.
EXPERIMENT 3 (MULTIPLE TOSS CONDITIONS, WITH
REVEAL)
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Experiment 3 followed the design of Experiment 2, except that
we presented 5 different video clips: Magic Trick, Real Toss, Two
Coins Fake Toss, Final Coin Fake Toss, and No Coin Fake Toss
(Figure4A;VideosS3–S5 in Supplementary Material). The Magic
Trick and Real Toss video clips were identical to those in Experi-
ment 2. The three additional video clips portrayed the following
maneuvers: In the Two Coins Fake Toss, Mac King pretended to
toss a coin from right to left hand, but actually retained it in his
righthand.Subsequently,heopenedhislefthandtorevealasecond
coin that had remained hidden (in the left hand) until the reveal.
In the Final Coin Fake Toss, Mac King pretended to toss a non-
existent coin from right to left hand,and subsequently opened his
left hand to reveal an actual coin (which had remained hidden in
hislefthanduntilthatpoint).IntheNoCoinFakeToss,MacKing
pretended to toss a non-existent coin from right to left hand, and
subsequently opened his left hand to reveal that it was empty.
Two main motivations of this experiment were to determine
the potential effects of (a) the magician’s use of social misdirec-
tion cues and (b) the observer’s gaze position on the perception of
thismagictrick.Thus,eachofthevideoswaspresentedwith(a)the
magician’sfacevisibleandoccluded,and(b)twodifferentviewing
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FIGURE 3 | Signal detection analysis of the effect of the “Reveal” stage.
Left Column: Detection sensitivity and response bias of Experiment 1 (No
Reveal) versus Experiment 2 (Reveal). Middle Column: Detection sensitivity
and response bias for the ﬁrst 10 trials only. Right Column: Detection
sensitivity and response bias for the last 40 trials. Error bars indicate SEM
across subjects. *Paired t-test, p <0.05.
conditions:free-viewing and ﬁxation (Figure4B),for a total of 20
conditions (5 types of video clip×2 face conditions×2 viewing
conditions). We presented 5 trials for each condition, amounting
to 100 trials, pseudo-randomly ordered, in a single session.
In the Face Occluded condition, the face of the magician and
surrounding area was blocked by an 11.9˚ (w)×5.6˚ (h) black
rectangle. In the FaceVisible condition, no occlusion was used.
In the Fixation condition, subjects had to ﬁxate a small red
cross (0.75˚ wide) within a 2˚×2˚ ﬁxation window, placed in the
midpointbetweenthemagician’seyes(intheﬁrstframethemagi-
cian oriented his gaze to the viewer), or on the corresponding
location in space when the magician’s face was occluded. This ﬁx-
ation window was invisible to the subjects. A trial was discarded
whenever the subject’s gaze left the ﬁxation window for more
than 500ms (<500ms gaze excursions were permitted to allow
for blinks). Then the discarded trial was inserted randomly into
the subsequent queue of trials and presented to the subject again.
In the Free-viewing condition, no ﬁxation cross was presented
and subjects were free to explore the visual scene at will. Before
each trial,we presented an instructions screen indicating whether
ﬁxation or free-viewing would be required.
RESULTS
The strength of the illusion was remarkable: subjects perceived
illusory coin tosses a large fraction of the time, including during
those trials in which the magician never showed a coin in the ini-
tialhand(FinalCoinFakeTossandNoCoinFakeTossconditions;
Figure 5).
Effect of social misdirection
In each type of performance (Magic Trick, Real Toss, Two Coins
FakeToss,FinalCoinFakeToss,andNoCoinFakeToss),themagi-
cian raised his gaze to face the viewer at the time of the (real or
simulated) coin toss. Our reasoning was that, if Mac King looked
directly at the observers, he might engage them to reciprocate his
gaze,therebyforcingthemtoviewthecointossperipherally,rather
than foveally. If so, the subjects might perceive the illusion more
strongly, especially as peripheral receptive ﬁelds are known to be
more responsive to movement than foveal receptive ﬁelds (Hubel,
1988). Surprisingly, subjects reported higher percentages of coin
tosses(Facevisible=72.4%versusFaceOccluded=88.4%)when
the magician’s face was blocked (therefore nullifying the possibil-
ityof gazemisdirection)thanwhenthemagician’sfacewasvisible,
across all types of performance (Figure 5).
The illusory effect was also stronger in absence of the magi-
cian’s face when all ﬁve types of performance (Magic Trick, Real
Toss,TwoCoinsFakeToss,FinalCoinFakeToss,andNoCoinFake
Toss)weregroupedtogether,bothunderfree-viewingandﬁxation
conditions (Figure 6A).
We wondered if occluding the face of the magician could
increase sensitivity or produce a criterion shift.We found a signif-
icant difference in response bias (but not in detection sensitivity)
between the conditions of Face Visible and Face Occluded, indi-
cating that subjects changed their criterion as a function of face
visibilityandweremorelikelytoreportacointossintheoccluded
face condition (Figure 7).
Presence of an initial coin
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the illusion evoked by the sim-
ulated coin toss (Magic Trick condition) was very powerful and
resilient to the effects of training (i.e., the subjects required about
10 observations of a simulated coin toss versus a real coin toss to
differentiate one condition from the other optimally (Figures 1B
and 2B). We wondered whether the subjects might decide that
a coin toss was real even before the (veridical or simulated) toss
itself,based on the initial presence of a coin (as in the Magic Trick
andRealTossconditions,thecointossisprecededbythemagician
throwing the coin up in the air and catching it in his right hand;
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FIGURE 4 | Design of Experiment 3: “MultipleToss Conditions, with
Reveal.” (A) Sequence of static images selected from the various coin toss
conditions presented: MagicTrick, RealToss,Two-Coin FakeToss, Final Coin
FakeToss, and No Coin FakeToss. (B) Upper and Lower Rows:
Free-exploration (Upper Row) and ﬁxation (Lower Row) viewing conditions.
Green dotted boxes (Lower Row) indicate the 2˚×2˚ ﬁxation window; ﬁxation
cross not to scale. Left and Right Columns: Magician’s face visible (Left
Column) and occluded (Right Column).
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FIGURE 5 |Average percentage of coin toss reports according to type
of performance. (A) Free-viewing condition. (B) Fixation condition. Error
bars represent SEM across subjects (N =8). *Paired t-test, p <0.05.
VideosS1andS2inSupplementaryMaterial).Thus,Experiment3
introduced two new conditions in which the magician conducted
simulated tosses from his empty right hand (Final Coin Fake Toss
and No Coin Fake Toss). Figures 6B,C shows that the presence of
aninitialcoininthemagician’shandresultedinhigherpercentages
of coin toss reports, as predicted.
Wewonderedif theincreasedcointossreportsassociatedtothe
presence of an initial coin were potentially due to the ﬂight of an
actual coin in the Real Toss condition. To rule out this possibility,
we repeated the analyses from Figures 6B,C after excluding the
data from the Real Toss condition. We found that the presence of
an initial coin resulted in higher percentages of coin toss reports,
even in the absence of a genuine ﬂying coin (data not shown).
Effect of viewing condition
Wealsowonderedif thetypeof viewingcondition(ﬁxationversus
free-viewing) might affect differentially the subjects’ perception.
The ﬁxation condition required the subjects to look at a point
in between the magician’s eyes (or the equivalent position on
the screen when the magician’s face was blocked). Thus the sub-
jects were forced to view the coin toss peripherally (and moreover
were potentially susceptible to the magician’s gaze misdirection
when his face was visible). In contrast,the free-viewing condition
FIGURE 6 |Average percentage of coin toss reports according to
viewing condition, presence of an initial coin, and presence/absence
of social misdirection. (A) Percentages of button presses for free-viewing
and ﬁxation conditions, with the magician’s face visible versus occluded.
Error bars represent SEM across all ﬁve types of performance (N =5
conditions). (B) Percentages of button presses for types of performance in
which an initial coin was present versus absent, with the magician’s face
visible versus occluded. Error bars under Initial Coin condition represent
SEM across six conditions, i.e., Face visible and Face occluded, for Magic
Trick, RealToss andTwo-Coin FakeToss. Error bars under No Initial Coin
condition represent SEM across four conditions, i.e., Face visible and Face
occluded, for Final Coin FakeToss and No Coin FakeToss. (C) Percentages
of button presses according to the presence/absence of an initial coin, with
free-viewing versus ﬁxation conditions. Error bars under Initial Coin
condition represent SEM across six conditions, i.e., Free-viewing and
Fixation, for MagicTrick, RealToss andTwo-Coin FakeToss. Error bars under
No Initial Coin condition represent SEM across four conditions, i.e.,
Free-viewing and Fixation, for Final Coin FakeToss and No Coin FakeToss.
*Paired t-test, p <0.05; **Paired t-test, p <0.001; +Two-sample t-test,
p <0.05; ++Two-sample t-test, p <0.001.
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FIGURE 7 | Signal detection analyses of the effect of face visibility,
presence of an initial coin and viewing task. Left Column: Detection
sensitivity and response bias of Face Visible versus Face Occluded
conditions. Right Column: Detection sensitivity and response bias of
Free-viewing versus Fixation conditions. Error bars indicate SEM across
subjects. *Paired t-test, p <0.05.
allowed subjects to look anywhere on the screen. Figure6C shows
that free-viewing increased the percentages of coin toss reports
only when an initial coin was present.
Detectionsensitivityandresponsebiaswerecomparableforthe
free-viewing and ﬁxation conditions (Figure 7).
Gaze dynamics
We studied the subjects’gaze dynamics during the free-viewing of
each video clip (Figure 8). In each type of performance, subjects
tended to avoid the magician’s face during the coin toss, focus-
ing on the magician’s hands instead. In most instances, subjects
looked at the magician’s face only after the time of the button
press (usually waiting until the opening of the left hand).
Figure9furtheranalyzesthesubjects’gazelocationintwotime
windows, one 500ms before and another 500ms after the button
press.Unsurprisingly,subjectslookedatthemagician’sfaceregion
more often when the face was visible than when it was occluded.
No signiﬁcant difference was observed between the gaze alloca-
tionbeforeandafterthebuttonpress,however.Moreover,subjects
looked at the magician’s face around the time of the button press
only rarely (probability<0.20).
DISCUSSION
THE EFFECT OF SOCIAL MISDIRECTION IN THE PERCEPTION OF MAGIC
Joint attention is the mechanism by which an observer can share
the experience of another by following his/her gaze direction and
pointing gestures. Magicians rely on joint attention as a form of
social misdirection, to direct the spectators’ attention away from
the method behind the magical effect, and toward the magical
effect itself. If the magician wants the spectators’ eyes (and/or
attentional spotlight) focused on his face, he may look directly at
his audience. If the magician instead wishes the spectators to shift
theirgaze(and/orattention)toaparticularobject,hehimself may
turn his head and eyes toward that object, and the heads and eyes
(and/orattention)of thespectatorswillquicklyfollowsuit(Mack-
nik et al., 2008). Thus, the face of the magician provides effective
socialmisdirection–viajointattention–inmanymagicillusions.
Joint attention is critical for language acquisition and cognitive
and social development (Scaife and Bruner, 1975; Tomasello and
Farrar,1986). But it also makes us susceptible to magic tricks that
exploitournaturalimpulsetopayattentiontothesameplacesand
objects attended by other people around us.
Previous research has found that magicians can effectively use
their own direction of gaze to inﬂuence the gaze direction of
observers (Kuhn and Land, 2006). Here we wondered if gaze
misdirection could similarly improve the perception of a magic
illusion not previously studied in the laboratory, which involves
the simulated toss of a coin from hand to hand, and its subse-
quentperceptualvanish.Incontrasttothepreviousstudies(Kuhn
and Land, 2006), we found that the magician’s gaze misdirection
did not intensify the subjects’perception of the illusion. Our data
suggest that there is no simple “one size ﬁt all” solution concern-
ing the effects of social misdirection on the perception of magic,
and that different magic illusions may be enhanced, unchanged,
or lessened by social misdirection, in ways that remain to be
explored.
The speciﬁc types of social misdirection studied may addition-
ally explain some of the discrepancy between the current ﬁndings
andKuhnandLand’s(2006).InKuhnandLand’sstudy,themagi-
cian’s fake throw was conducted under two conditions of “social
cueing”:a pro-illusion condition in which the magician’s eyes and
head followed an imaginary ball moving upward, and an anti-
illusion condition, in which the magician looked at the hand
concealingtheball.Inthecurrentstudy,themagicianeitherlooked
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FIGURE 8 | Distribution of gaze location for free-viewing trials. (A) Magic
Trick; (B) RealToss; (C)Two Coins FakeToss; (D) Final Coin FakeToss; (E) No
Coin FakeToss.The upper section of each panel illustrates the time
distribution of the subjects’ gaze location.The red horizontal segments
indicate when the subjects looked at the magician’s face area, trial-by-trial.The
three white vertical lines indicate the beginning of the coin toss, the end of
the toss, and the beginning of the reveal.The green dots indicate the time of
button press.Trials are sorted according to the subjects’ reaction time, from
fastest to slowest.The brown and orange lines illustrate the probability with
which the subjects’ gaze fell on the magician’s face area; the brown and
orange triangles indicate the mean time of button presses.The small circles
on the lines indicating probability of gaze in the face area represent the
selected time locations for error bar calculation. Error bars indicate one SD.
The lower section of each panel represents the spatial distribution of the
subjects’ gaze for each experimental condition.The hotter the color, the
higher the probability that the subjects’ gaze was located in that area.
at the camera or his head was blocked. These two conditions are
complementary to the ones used by Kuhn and Land, in that their
magician looked either to the simulated position of the ball, or to
the actual position of the ball, thus the magician’s gaze was never
neutral with respect to the ball. The inclusion of a “socially neu-
tral” gaze condition could have involved the magician closing his
eyes, or blocking the magician’s eyes and head (as in the current
study).Futureresearchshouldideallycombinebothexperimental
approaches, incorporating pro-illusion and anti-illusion condi-
tions,butalsoconditionsthateliminateorneutralizethepotential
effects of social misdirection.
The proﬁciency of the magician performing this trick may be a
factor.MagictheoristAscanio(2005)statedthatamagicianshould
strive for such degree of dexterity that no misdirection should be
necessary,andsucheffectivemisdirectionastonegatetheneedfor
high dexterity. Mac King may perform this sleight with such skill-
fulness that the illusion is already optimized without the addition
of social misdirection (Max Maven, personal communication).
Cavina-Pratesi et al. (2011) found that the kinematics of a magi-
cian’s simulated grasp are very close to those of an actual grasp,
and that magicians’ simulated actions do not show many of the
typical kinematic biases usually seen with pantomimed actions
by non-magicians. Here we found that naive observers required
a large amount of exposure to real and simulated coin tosses to
distinguish most effectively between the two (20 trials combined;
Figures 1 and 2). Our video recordings of Mac King performing
real and simulated tosses moreover indicate that Mac King’s tim-
ing of a simulated toss matches the timing of a real toss with great
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FIGURE9|P r obability of the subjects’ gaze on the magician’s face area
500ms before versus 500ms after the button press. Error bars indicate
one SD.
accuracy (∼235ms in the Magic Trick condition, ∼269ms in the
Real Toss condition). Thus, one might conclude that social mis-
direction is redundant for this particular magic trick, but only if
performed by a master magician.
One counterargument is that subjects were able to overcome
the illusion eventually, despite Mac King’s mastery. Around the
10th trial, Mac King’s sleight-of-hand technique was no longer
sufﬁcient to maintain the illusion,whether his face was covered or
not. Had the facial cues been effective as misdirection,the illusion
would have persisted for more repetitions in the FaceVisible con-
dition than in the Face Occluded condition. This was not the case.
It follows that if a less skilled magician were to perform this trick
with imperfect sleight-of-hand, facial cues may not enhance the
illusion either. If so, one practical recommendation to magicians
performingthissleightwouldbetoexecutethetosswithoutlifting
theireyestotheaudience,buttokeeptheirgazetrainedonthesup-
posed location of the coin at any given time,so as to maximize the
audience’s attention to the illusory coin (via joint attention) and
thus enhance the feeling of magic when the coin“vanishes” from
the conjuror’s hand. Future research should determine the effec-
tiveness of social misdirection for this and other magic illusions,
as executed by magicians with varying degrees of ability.
The current study focused on gaze misdirection as a poten-
tially powerful source of joint attention. Future work should
addressthecomparativeeffectivenessof thevariousformsof joint
attention/social misdirection (i.e., gaze/head direction, body ori-
entation, verbal cues, etc.) on the perception of this and other
magic illusions.
DO NOT DO THE SAME TRICK 10 TIMES
The magician’s axiom “Never do the same trick twice” indicates
that if a magician were to perform the same trick twice for the
same audience, there would be an increased chance that the audi-
ence would identify the underlying method and ﬁgure out the
trick (King, 2007; Macknik et al., 2008). Several previous studies
haveshownthatmagictricksaremorelikelytofailwhenobservers
view them a second time (Kuhn and Tatler,2005; Kuhn and Land,
2006; Tatler and Kuhn, 2007; Kuhn et al., 2008). Similarly, many
inattentional blindness demonstrations are a one-time only kind
of effect. For instance, observers are more likely to detect a gorilla
amongbasketballplayersif theywatchthevideoforasecondtime
(Simons and Chabris, 1999; Simons, 2010). Our current results
indicatethatsomemagictricksareveryresistanttorepeatedview-
ing, requiring many more than two performances to lose their
effectiveness entirely.
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